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Abstract. Entrainment ratio is one of the main characteristic parameters of ejector. Studding on it is 
of a quiet importance to the compression/ejector refrigeration system. Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD) is used to simulate the inner flow and analyse the influence of driving fluid 
pressure and outlet pressure to the performance of ejector. By simulating the relations between 
driving fluid pressure, working fluid pressure, outlet fluid pressure and entrainment ratio are 
obtained. The conclusion provides valuable guiding significance for the working conditions setting. 

Introduction 
Ejector is an ingenious device with no direct mechanical energy consumption but continuously 
pumping fluid into the refrigeration system and raising the driving fluid pressure at the same time. 
Its structure is very simple and its operation is very stable. Ejector has been applied in many fluid 
engineering fields. Typical structure of ejector shows in figure 1. 

It is well known that entrainment ratio u and COP (efficiency of performance) are the main 
characteristic parameters of ejector. The factors which influence the entrainment ratio include 
structural parameters and operating conditions. Researches on the structural parameters are 
considerable, such as diameter of nozzle, length of nozzle, convergent angle of mixing chamber 
entry, length of diffuser and divergent angle [1-2].As for the study of operating conditions, most of 
the researchers focus on the analysis of working fluid or outlet pressure. The reference [3] 
concludes that through the observation of figure on Mach number, it is obvious that when working 
fluid pressure increases, the working fluid jet centre area increased, so the entrainment ratio reduces 
and the critical back pressure increases. Some researchers have studied the effects of driving fluid 
on ejector’s behaviour, but most of them did the study merely based on pure jet refrigeration system 
in which the difference between working fluid pressure and driving fluid pressure is great and up to 
dozens or even hundreds of times [1-4].For the pure ejector refrigeration system, driving fluid 
pressure and it’s velocity can only adjust in a narrow range. Moreover, the pressure of the driving 
fluid is low and the entrainment ratio is small correspondingly. It has little practical application and 
it was not valuable enough to practice. So almost all researches on operating conditions are focus on 
working fluid rather than driving fluid. There were few researches to study the effects of working 
fluid and ejector under similar pressure (big driving fluid pressure) on the ejector’s behaviour, but 
the compress/ejector refrigeration system have posed the problem. 

 

 
Fig.1 Schematic diagram of typical ejector 
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G1, G2 are the fluxes of working fluid and driving fluid; Qe, Qg, Wp are the capacity of ejector 
refrigeration system, input power of engine, energy losses of mechanical pump (negligible). 

Sokolov, et al [5] proposed a solar energy compress/ejector refrigeration system in 1990, in which 
a mechanical compressor (figure 2) was added between evaporator and ejector in the conventional 
ejector refrigeration system to improve the driving fluid pressure, thus enhancing the performance 
of the whole refrigeration cycle system. It combined advantages of mechanical compression 
refrigeration cycle and steam jet refrigeration cycle. It can not only use low enthalpy heat source but 
also has high thermal efficiency. 

 
Fig.2 Compress/ejector refrigeration system 

Chengchow Fang et al [6] from Tianjin University did the related experimental study on solar 
compress/ejector refrigeration. Experimental results have shown that: under the conditions of 90℃ 
generation temperature, 12℃ evaporation temperature and 2000 W refrigerating capacity, the COP 
of the refrigeration system can reach 0.334 which was about 50% higher than the traditional pure jet 
refrigeration cycle COP (≤0.23), indicating great research value of the compress/ejector 
refrigeration system. This refrigeration system was mainly used to enhance the pressure of driving 
fluid. So the studding on driving fluid based on it are particularly important. This paper intends to 
analyse the driving fluid pressure and other working conditions which affect the performance of 
ejector through the two-dimensional CFD model. 

Numerical method 
Ejector model is calculated according to the theory of one dimensional design [6].The detail 
parameters of ejector model are listed in table 1. The inner flow complies with nonlinear 
compressible and steady turbulent flow control equations. The standard K-ε model is selected as 
turbulence model after comparison with the experiments results and having high precision and short 
calculation time. Ammonia was selected as the refrigerant. Driving fluid and wording fluid inlet 
conditions are pressure inlet boundary condition, and the exit is also set as outlet boundary 
conditions. All residual of the equation of continuity is 10-4, residual of turbulent kinetic energy and 
turbulence dissipation rate is 10-6. 

The simulation results are largely influenced by meshing. Due to the irregular ejector structure, 
unstructured quadrilateral grid is adopted to the ejector to achieve better precision (figure 3). 
According to the grid independent test results, it can be seen that grid refinement has little impact 
on the results of simulation when the CFD model is meshed more than 30000 units. So we selected 
the grid which has 32053 units in total and 31005 quadrilateral grid in it. There are 29903 (96.44%) 
units with the grid quality between 0.95 to 1 ensuring the good quality of grids. The fluid velocity is 
supersonic and the maximum speed can reach 2300 m/s, thus high quality of wall grid is needed. In 
order to have the better quality of grid, the wall grids and the boundary grids between driving fluid 
and working fluid are partial densified (figure 4) so that high speed of iteration and good simulation 
accuracy of the ejector model can be well guaranteed simultaneously. 

Table 1: Ejector’s structure parameters 

Parameters D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 L1 L2 L3 
Dimension(mm) 7.5 2 8 19 38.5 14 140 180 
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Fig.3 Ejector grids 

 
Fig.4 Partial enlarged detail of ejector inlet grids 

The basic assumptions used during calculation in the CFD model are as follows: 
The driving fluid and working fluid are not mixed before entering the absorption chamber; 2. All 

of the working fluid, driving fluid and mixed fluid has uniform physical property at any cross 
section in ejector;3. The flow process in the nozzle and diffuser is adiabatic and isentropic; 4.The 
surface resistance of ejector wall would be ignored. 

Simulation and results 
With the ejector outlet pressure and working fluid pressure being constant, the entrainment ratio 
will change as driving fluid pressure changes. In order to find out the specific relations between 
entrainment ratio and driving fluid pressure, simulation of the working fluid is carried out as 
follows, and the outlet pressure Pc ,working fluid pressure P1 and driving fluid pressure P2 are set as 
table 2. The relationship between driving fluid pressure and the entrainment ratio is shown in figure 
5. 

Table 2: Working conditions parameters 

Pc/MPa 0.3 0.3 0.3 
P1/MPa 0.4 0.6 0.8 
P2/MPa 0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4 0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6 0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8 

 
Fig.5 Driving fluid pressure and u 

Analysis: 
As we can see from the Fig. 5, with the P2 increases, entrainment ratio increases gradually at the 

same time. It can be seen from the velocity diagram (Fig. 6) that under constant working fluid and 
outlet pressure, as the driving fluid pressure P2 increases, the effective area of driving fluid in the 
mixing chamber increases. It means that the driving fluid flow increases in the ejector and 
entrainment ratio also increases correspondingly. However the improvement of driving fluid 
pressure would be limited in practical applications. On the one hand, it would increases energy 
consumption and the maintenance cost, on the other hand, the velocity of driving fluid will increase 
with the pressure. However, the entrainment would disappear when the velocity of driving fluid 
becomes higher than that of the working fluid[8].The velocity distribution are shown in figure 6 
under the condition of P1=0.4 MPa, Pc=0.3 MPa, P2 =0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 MPa respectively. It also can 
be seen that when P2 is 0.3 MPa, the driving fluid velocity is 809 m/s and working fluid velocity is 
720 m/s in the entrance of mixing chamber. It is obvious that driving fluid velocity is greater than 
the working fluid. 
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Similarly, fixing the pressure P1=0.6MPa,Pc=0.3MPa,when P2=0.5MPa,the driving fluid velocity 
is 1715 m/s, working fluid velocity is 1451 m/s in the entrance of mixing chamber. It can be seen 
that driving fluid velocity is greater than that of the working fluid. Equally, P1=0.8MPa, Pc=0.3MPa, 
when P2=0.7MPa, the driving fluid velocity is 1971 m/s, which is bigger than the working fluid 
velocity 1731 m/s ,there comes the similar result. 

The velocity distribution also shows that when the driving fluid pressure increases, the velocity 
of driving fluid increases when entering the mixing chamber. It can be seen that driving fluid 
velocity is greater than the speed of working fluid when the P1 minus P2 is about 0.1 MPa so that 
the phenomenon of entrainment of working fluid would disappear. Although entrainment ratio can 
be improved by levelling up the driving fluid pressure, the ejector refrigeration system performance 
COP will no longer improves because at this moment the ejector is only used as a pipeline when the 
velocity of driving fluid is high [8]. As a result, to achieve better performance, it is suggested to 
make the driving fluid pressure about 0.1 MPa lower than that of the working fluid. This conclusion 
provides valuable guiding for the working fluid and driving fluid pressure setting. 

3.2 Entrainment ratio magnitude increases greatly when P2=Pc from the observation of Fig 6. 
According to equation (1) and the flux distribution results in ejector, it can be found that when 
P1=0.4MPa, P2=Pc=0.3 MPa, Entrainment ratio raises from 3.73 to 4.79; when P1=0.6 MPa, 
P2=Pc=0.3MPa, Entrainment ratio raises from 3.44 to 4.17; when P1=0.8 MPa, P2=Pc=0.3MPa, 
Entrainment ratio raises from 2.83 to 3.70. 

In order to verify the conclusion mentioned above, following simulations are made as follow, 
working fluid is in constant pressure, driving fluid pressure P2 is 1 MPa and Pc is 0.3,0.5,0.7 MPa 
respectively. The relationship between driving fluid pressure and entrainment ratio can be observed 
clearly. 

It is obvious that entrainment ratio magnitude increases greatoy when P2=Pc=0.3, 0.5, 0.7 MPa 
are sportively and the same conclusion can be found when P1=0.8 MPa. 

 
(a) P2=0.1MPa 

 
(b) P2=0.2MPa 

 
(c) P2=0.3MPa 

 
(d) P2=0.4MPa 

Fig.6 Velocity chart under P1=0.4MPa, Pc=0.3MPa 
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Fig.7 Driving fluid pressure and u under P1=0.8MPa, P2=Pc  

 
Fig.8 Driving fluid pressure and u under P1=1MPa, P2=Pc  

Conclusion 
With the increasing of driving fluid pressure P2, entrainment ratio will increase gradually. However, 
when the driving fluid pressure increases to about 0.1 MPa lower than working fluid pressure, 
driving fluid velocity will be bigger than the working fluid. Although the entrainment ratio will 
improve with the increasing of driving fluid pressure, the entrainment effect of working fluid will 
disappear and the performance of ejector system cannot be further improved and cost of 
system maintenance will increase due to high pressure. In summary, we could make sure that the 
driving fluid pressure is about 0.1MPa lower than the working fluid so that ejector can achieve 
optimal performance. 

Entrainment ratio magnitude will reach the maximum when P2=Pc under the constant working 
fluid pressure. We can also achieve the optimal entrainment ratio under low pressure. 
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